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B3 GD/C FORCE 1162
B3 GD/C FORCE 1190
B3 GD/C FORCE 1210
B3 GD/C FORCE 1223
B3 GD/C FORCE 1237
B3 MDAC FORCE 1014
B3 MSC FORCE 1213
B3 MSC/MDAC FORCE 1115
B3 MSFC FORCE 1038
B3 TBC FORCE i001
B3 TBC FORCE 1183
B3 TBC FORCE 1209
B3 TBC FORCE 1220
B4 GD/C FORCE 1025
B4 GD/C FORCE 1029
B4 GD/C FORCE 1030
B4 GD/C FORCE 1039
B4 GD/C FORCE 1050
B4 GD/C FORCE 1051
B4 GD/C FORCE 1052
B4 GD/C FORCE 1075
B4 GD/C FORCE ii00
B4 MSC FORCE 1033
B4 MSC/MDAC FORCE 1038
B4 TBC FORCE 1079
B4 TBC FORCE Iiii
B4 TBC FORCE 1158
B4 TBC FORCE 1191
B5 CCSD EORCE 1046
B5 CCSD FORCE 1068
B5 CCSD FORCE 1089
B5 GD/C FORCE 1006
B5 LARC FORCE 1015
B5 LARC FORCE 1017
B5 LARC FORCE 1019
B5 LARC FORCE 1193
B5 LARC FORCE 1197
B5 LARC FORCE 1198
























































































































































































































































































-- ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
-- AMES RESEARCH CENTER
-- CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
-- CHRYSLER CORP. SPACE DIVISION
-- GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
-- GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR
-- JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
-- LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
-- LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY•
-- LING TEMCO VOUGHT
-- McDONNELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY
-- McDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
-- MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
-- MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
-- MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
-- NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
-- NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP., LOS ANGELES DIVISION
-- NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
-- TEXAS A&M
-- THE BOEING COMPANY
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NASA TMX Report Number
NASA Test Series Number
Number of Report Volumes
Report Volume Number
Report Publication Date












Facility, Tunnel, Facility Test Number
Mach Number Range
Model Scale
Two Character Dataset Identifier
Booster Configuration Type
Orbiter Configuration Type







2.6 Guide to Phase B Oataba:se Use,
Users of the Chrysler Phase B database have varying
levels of detai I available for review. A typical
application is to investigate similarities between
current preliminary configuration designs and
configurations tested during Phase B. As an example,
current applications may be representative of a winged
flyback booster with canards. To research this
configuration the user could follow the steps
i Ilustrated below:
Step I - DMS-OB-01, Summary Report; This
reviewed to identify configurations of





INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES - BOOSTER
PAGE NUMBER
Booster Type Contractor Aeradvnamics Airloa_s Heat Transfer
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Step 2 - Table If DMS-OB-Olr Summary
configuration type and contractors
above, a list of applicable tests
i
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Step 3 - OMS-DB-02r Vol . 1_ Booster Conf iqurationt Locate






CONF I G. BOOSTER
CODE CONTRACTOR DMS-0R
B1 MDAC 1035
I 61 MOAC 1108
[ pl .0AC 11_9
B I MOAC/MMC 1054
B I MOAC/MMC 1066
B I MOAC/MMC 1077

















Number Collation Summary; Examine

















to obtain model and aerodynamic details
model dimensions, wing type, canard









Step Table 2t DMS-DB-02, Vol.!.; Refer to table to
determine publ icat ion availability: data
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Step Test Oocumentat ion; Refer to test








appl icabi l ity,
digital database
application.
Table 2 in DMS-OB-01 (Table 6 in
user, after determining
can access the test data from the
files for further analysis and
TABLE 2.1




FILE 2-CHAR. # #
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speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl " P_)/q
Mech number; V/s
pressure; N/m 2, psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2pV 2, N/m 2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
sngle of attack, degrees
sn_le of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; k_m 3, slugs/ft 3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area: m2_ ft 2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynsmlc chord; m, ft
wing ares or reference srea; m2, ft 2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis












































-xlal-force coefficient; ,,xi.l force
qS






forebody :,xluL force coefficient, CA - CAb
pitching-moment coefficient; pitchln_ moment
qsL_
yawing-moment coefficient; [ewlng moment
qSb
rolling-moment coefficient; rollin9 moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System




base-d.ra_ coefficient; be::e drag
qS
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
side-force coefficient; aide force
qS











|o Positiw directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angies are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability








Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and


























































































































MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER "
MARTIN BOOSTER










MDC-MMC SSV BOOSTER SINGLE BODY CANARD
MMCIMDC SBC BOOSTER
MDAC/MMC HCR DELTA WING ORBITER, MDAC/MMC
SBC BOOSTER
MDAC/MMC BOOSTER
MDAC/MMC 256-14 BOOSTER, MDAC 0050B





TBC ARttg81-I BOOSTER WITH GAC G3-A ORBITER,
BOEING ARl1981-1 BOOSTER
BOEING AR-11961-3 BOOSTER
GD/C Bt9B BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A ORBITER,
GD/C B198 BOOSTER
TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A




Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Su_nary
Booster Aerodynamics












































































MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
MSFC PUMP-FED BOOSTER
156 INCH SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
TBC 919-185 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
TBC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
:5
PRESSURE FED BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A ORBITER.
PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
TBC RECOVERABLE BALLISTIC BOOSTER
TBC RECOVERABLE BALLISTIC BOOSTER
PRESSURE FED RECOVERABLE BOOSTER 919-160,
PRESSURE FED RECOVERABLE BOOSTER 979-160
PRESSURE FED RECOVERABLE BOOSTER 919-160
PRESSURE FED RECOVERABLE BOOSTER 979-160











PRESSURE FED RECOVERABLE BOOSTER 979-160
MODIFIED CONVAIR (8-68) SPACE SHUTTLE
BOOSTER
83 DELTA WING GDIC 1030 .184-.318 GDC 0.0115 GD/C SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER (STRAIGHT WING),
GD/C DELTA WING BOOSTER







































































Table I,I.i - Con:inued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Summary
Booster Aerodynami cs
MACH RANGE FACILITY MODEL SCALE
..............................





















0.9-4 96 MSFC 0.0035
1223 0.2 GDC 0.02
1237 1.6-2.16 LARC 0.0056
CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
GD/C STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER (BBX), GDtC
DELTA WING BOOSTER (B-9J), NAR STRAIGHT





GD BOOSTER B-156 WITH MODS
GD BOOSTER B-15B-t
GO/C BOOSTER B-15B-1







NR/GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B-156-1 WITH
REUSABLE NUCLEAR STATE, NARIGD REUSABLE
NUCLEAR STAGE, NAR/GD B-156-1 DELTA wING
BOOSTER
MDACIMMC 256-14 BOOSTER, MDAC 00506
ORBITER, NAR/GDC B-15B-t BOOSTER, NAR 134D
ORBITER
TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A
ORBITER, GD/C B-18E-2 BOOSTER, GDIC
B-18E-3 BOOSTER
GD/C B-16E3 BOOSTER
GD/C Bgu BOOSTER WiTH NR 13_D ORBITER_ GD/C









































































Table I.I.i - Continued








































M/DAC DELTA WING BOOSTER
MMC RETRO-GLIDE BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A
ORBITER, MMC RETRO-GLIDE BOOSTER
/ -, ,J-='_
,-.._ .:.'_
MSC S-13A ORBITER, MSC SB-13A BOOSTER
MSC/MDAC STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER, MSC/MDAC
STRAIGHT AND DELTA WING ORBITERS, MSC/MDAC
DELTA WING BOOSTER
MSFC BOOSTER (B-O05]
TBC RS-IC BOOSTER WITH MSC 040A ORBITER,
TBC RS-IC BOOSTER
AR 12161-2 BOOSTER
TBC FLYABLE LOX/RP BOOSTER
GD/CONVAIR (B-BB) BOOSTER
MODIFIED CONVAIR (B-SB) SPACE
BOOSTER
SHUTTLE
GD/C SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER (STRAIGHT WING),
GD/C DELTA WING BOOSTER
GDIC BOOSTER
NARIGD STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER WITH NAR/GD
STRAIGHT WING AND DELTA WING ORBITERS,
NAR/GD STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER
NAR-GD/C STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER (B-BH
MODIFIED), NAR-GDIC STRAIGHT WING ORBITER
(130G), NAR-GDIC DELTA WING ORBITER (134B)
GD/C STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER (O8X), GD/C
DELTA WING BOOSTER (O-9J), NAR STRAIGHT
WING ORBITER (130G], NAR DELTA WING ORBITER
(134B)






CODE CONFIG. I .O. CONTRACTOR DMS-DR= MACH RANGE FACILITY MODEL SCALE
.....................................
CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
84 STRAIGHT WING MSC 1033 • 259 TAM 0 . 0132 MSC 251 BOOSTER MODEL SB-15
84 STRAIGHT WING MSC/MDAC 1038 0 6-2.0 ARC 0, 08 MSC/MDAC STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER, MSC/MDAC
STRAIGHT AND DELTA WING ORBITERS, MSC/MDAC
DELTA WING BOOSTER
Oa
B4 STRAIGHT WING TBC
84 STRAIGHT WING TBC
84 STRAIGHT WING TBC
84 STRAIGHT WING TBC
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. CCSD
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS CCSD






























BAC H-32 BOOSTER _:_'i _
BOE,NGH-32 BOOSTER :<
BOEING H-32 BOOSTER _;_ _=
CCSO SERV I ,_iii> __
CCSD SERV VEHICLE ', ..... _
:'gl ' --
SERV ASCENT VEHICLE WITH PERSONNEL MODULE, _:'_ _
SERV ASCENT VEHICLE WITH WINGED ORBITER,
SERV REENTRY VEHICLE
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. CCSD 1089 2 6-4.64 LARC 0 0055 SERV ASCENT VEHICLE WITH PERSONNEL MODULE,
SERV ASCENT VEHICLE WITH WINGED ORBITER,
SERV REENTRY VEHICLE
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. GDIC
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC













85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC 1019 3.95-4.63 LARC NONE TWIN BODY BOOSTER
B5 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC 1193 0.25 LARC NONE LARC LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER
B5 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC 1197 1.5-2.16 LARC 0.00T6 LARC LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER WITH NAR
134D ORBITER, NASA LOW FINENESS RATIO
BOOSTER
85 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC 1198 10.2 LARC NONE LARC LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER WITH NAR
134D ORBITER_ LARC LOW FINENESS RATIO
BOOSTER
B5 UNIQUE CONFIGS. LARC 1200 0.4-1.2 LARC 0.0076 LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER WITH NAR 134D




























AEDC 0.0 I I
0.6-2.0 ARC 0.00761
0 . O- 1 . 25 AEDC 0 . 025
CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
MDAC CANARD BOOSTER AND DELTA WING ORBITER
MDAC CANARD BOOSTER AND DELTA WING ORBITER,
AND NR DELTA WING ORBITER
GD/C STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER, GD/C STRAIGHT
WING BOOSTER WITH NR DELTA WING ORBITER,
















































Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Summary
Booster Heat Transfer
DMS-DR# MACH RANGE FACILITY MODEL SCALE
.....................................



























MDAC CANARD BOOSTER WITH MDAC DELTA WING
ORBITER, MDAC DELTA WING ORBITER, MDAC
CANARD BOOSTER
MDAC CANARD BOOSTER AND DELTA WING ORBITER
MDAC CANARD BOOSTER AND DELTA WING ORBITER
MDC/MMC PHASE B BASELINE BOOSTER, MDC/MMC
PHASE B LOW CROSS RANGE ORBITER, MDC/MMC
PHASE B ALTERNATE BOOSTER, MDC/MMC PHASE B
HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER
MDC/MMC PHASE B BASELINE BOOSTER, MDC/MMC
PHASE B LOW CROSS RANGE ORBITER, MDCIMMC
PHASE B ALTERNATE BOOSTER, MDC/MMC PHASE B
HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER
MDC/MMC PHASE B BOOSTER WITH VENTRAL TiP
FINS
GDIC B9V BOOSTER NOSE-FUSELAGE CONFIGURATION
MSC 04OA ORBITER WITH CYLINDRICAL BOOSTER
979-160, CYLINDRICAL BOOSTER 979-160
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING (B-8B] BOOSTER,
CONVAIR DELTA WING (B-9J] BOOSTER
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING (B-BB) BOOSTER,
CONVAIR DELTA WING (B-9J] BOOSTER
DELTA WING BOOSTER WITH CANARD [B-15B)
GDIC DELTA WING BOOSTER [e-9J), NAR
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER= NAR DELTA WING
ORBITER
GD/C BOOSTER B-9U WITH NAR ORBITER 161C,
GDIC BOOSTER B-tSB-20 GDIC BOOSTER B-DU
0_
0_
GD/C BOOSTER B-gu WaTH NAR ORBITER 161C,
































Table 1.3.1 - Concluded





7 .80-7 .95 LARC 0.004
MODEL SCALE
1177 8.0 AEDC 0.009
1179 7.4 ARC 0.006
1244 6.0 LARC 0.0035
1264 8.0 AEOC 0.013






1134 7.4 ARC 0.006
CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
GD/C BOOSTER B-9U WITH NAR ORBITER 161C,
GD/C BOOSTER B-158-2, GDIC BOOSTER B-gU
GD/C B-158-2 BOOSTER, NAR 161B ORBITER
GD/C DELTA WING BOOSTER (8-9J)
GD/C B-18E3 BOOSTER
NR DELTA WING ORBITER, GDIC BOOSTER
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING (B-BB] BOOSTER,
CONVAIR DELTA WING (B-9J) BOOSTER
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING (B-BB) BOOSTER,
CONVAIR DELTA WING (B-9J] BOOSTER
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING [B-8B] AND DELTA WING
(B-9J) BOOSTERS, NAR STRAIGHT AND DELTA
WING ORBITERS, CONVAIR B-96 BOOSTER WITH
NAR DELTA WING ORBITER



























































Space Shutt|e Phase B Wind Tunnel


























































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel





































































































































































































































































Space Shuttle Phase B Win_ Tunnel




























































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel




























































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel






















































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel

















































































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunne]




SERIES VOLUME CR TM-X
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Tab]e 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel







































































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel




NUMBER NUMBER FACILITY TEST NUMBER
..............................................
11g,991 -- MSFC 14TWT 501
120,006 -- GAC T10SWT 292
.... LARC LTPT 65
.... LARC LTPT 69
120,001 -- CAL 96HST H/'T MDAC
120',007 -- CAL 96HST HIT MDAC
120,007 -- CAL 96HST HIT MDAC
.... LARC 6TPT 595
9
.... LARC 44SPT 438
.... LARC LTPT 71
.... LARC UPWT 942
120,008 -- AEDC SWTA 1163
120,061 -- AEDC SWTA 1163
120,062 -- AEDC SWTA 1163
120,063 -- AEDC'SWTA 1163
120,064 -- AEBC SWTA 1163
120,065 -- AEDC SWTA 1163
.... LARC 445PT 432
.... LARC 22HT 1386-1390
120,009 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-1
120,009 -- AEDC HWT8 1162-1
120,009 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-1
119,967 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-2






























































































Table 2 - Continued
S_ace Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel




NUMBER NUMBER FACILITY TEST NUMBER
119,981 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-2
12.0,020 "- AEDC HWTB !162-3
120,029 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-3
120,029 -- AEDC HWTB 1162-3
.... LARC CFHT 69
-- -- LARC CFHT 69
-- 62,058 ARC 3.SHWT 105
"- 62,05r ARC 3.SHWT 106
120,010 -- MSFC 14TWT 504
120,011 -- MSFC 14TWT 505
120.011 -- MSFC 14TWT 505
120,012 "- MSFC 14TWT 506
120,012 "" MSFC 14TWT 506
120,013 -- MSFC,14TWT 50T
120,014 -- MSFC 14TWT 509
120,014 "- MSFC 14TWT S09
120,015 -- MBFC 14TWT 510
120,016 -- MSFC 14TWT 502
120,016 -- MSFC 14TWT 502
120,017 -- MSFC liTWT 503
"" -- LARC LTPT T5
.... LARC 22HT T3TT-tg,7360-90
"- -- LARC 22HT 7377-t9,Y380-90





















































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel



































































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shutt|e Phase B Wind Tunnel

























































































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel

















































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel





























































































































































































Table 2 - Continued
Space Shutt|e Phase B Wind Tunnel























































































































Table 2 - Concluded
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel






























































































MSFC BOOSTER (B-O05) LOW SPEED STATIC STABILITY AND LANDING INVESTIGATION, HIGH SPEED GRIT
STUDY
AEDC VON KARMEN TUNNEL C TEST VT0055 SAMSO-GD/CONVAIR T-18 HYPERSON)C STATIC STABILITY AND
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS INVESTIGATION
M/DAC DELTA WING 8OOSTER -- DETERMINATION OF LOW SPEED DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
TWIN BODY BOOSTER - TEST NO. 47 -- INVESTIGATION OF SUBSONIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC AND STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWIN BODY BOOSTER
TWIN BODY BOOSTER INVESTIGATION OF SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC AND STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GDICONVAIR BSB BOGSTER
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONVAIR BSB SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER
WITH MODIFICATIONS
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER -- INVESTIGATION OF SUBSONIC STABILITY AND
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
INVESTIGATION OF STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MSC 251 BOOSTER
LOW SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MCDONNELL DOUGLAS SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MSCIMDAC SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION -
ORBITER/BOOSTER INTERFERENCE EFFECTS (M = 0.6 TO 2.0)
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER -- EFFECTS OF CRUISE ENGINE NACELLE ARRANGEMENT
AND TAIL SIZE ON STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION SERV _ ASCENT
AND REENTRY VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBERS OF 0.4 TO 2.0
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NAR/GD SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION ORBITER/BOOSTER
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS (M = 0.6 TO 2.0)
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF THE NAR-GDIC STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER (B-SH
MODIFIED) WITH THE STRAIGHT WING ORBITER (I30G) OR DELTA WING ORBITER (1348)
AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENT ON ORBITER AND BOOSTER DURING SPACE $_UTTLE ABORT SEPARATION









t068 UNIQUE CONFIGS. 1
10T5 STRAIGHT WING 1












table 3.1.1 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Chrysler DATAMAN Report Titles
Booster Aerodynamics
REPORT TITLE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC-MMC SSV CONFIGURATION-t4
BOOSTER (SINGLE BOOY, CANARD) M =-0.6 TO 2.0
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION SERV ASCENT AND
REENTRY VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBERS OF 2.6 TO 4.6
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS CONSISTING OF A STRAIGHT WING
BOOSTER WITH VEE TAIL AND ORBITERS WITH STRAIGHT AND DELTA WINGS -- ISOLATED BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS CONSISTING OF A STRAIGHT WING
BOOSTER WITH VEE TAIL AND ORBITERS WITH STRAIGHT AND DELTA WINGS -- COMPOSITE CONFIGURATIONS
MDAC/MMC SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER DETERMINATION OF STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS AND
POWER EFFECTS AT SUBSONIC SPEED (M = 0.O AND 0.26)
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BOEING SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER CONFIGURATION AT MACH
0.10 TO 0.29
HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC-MMC SSV
CONFIGURATION - t4 BOOSTER (SINGLE BODY, CANARD) M = 7.4
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GENERAL DYNAMICS I CONVAIR SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER B-15B-t IN
LANDING, CRUISE AND TRANSITION CONFIGURATIONS
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION REVISED BASELINE
SERV ASCENT AND REENTRY VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBERS OF 0.4 TO 4.64
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION REVISED BASELINE
SERV ASCENT AND REENTRY VEHICLE AT MACH NUMBERS OF 0.4 TO 4.64
STATIC AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GDICONVAIR DELTA WING BOOSTER
AT NOMINAL MACH NUMBER = 10.O
LOW SPEED LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GDIC B-SH-t BOOSTER
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 0.O035-SCALE GDIC AEROSPACE
BOOSTER (B-15B-I)
INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 5 BOOSTER PROXIMITY DATA
INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 5 ORBITER PROXIMITY DATA
I108 CANARD 3 INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 3 BOOSTER PROXIMITY DATA
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110B CANARD 4 INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 3 ORBITER PROXIMITY DATA
110B CANARD S INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 2 BOOSTER PROXIMITY DATA
110B CANARD 6 INVESTIGATION OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.0 -- MACH NUMBER 2 ORBITER PROXIMITY DATA
1108 CANARD 7 INVESTIGATION OF
NUMBERS 2.0 TO 6.
DATA
THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ORBITER AND BOOSTER SHUTTLE MODELS IN PROXIMITY AT MACH









AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GD B-15B BOOSTER DURING CRUISE AND LANDING M = 0.2
LOW SPEED CRUISE,.TAKEOFF AND LANDING AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS, INCLUDING ENGINE'EXHAUST
EFFECTS OF THE GD/C B-ISB BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER WITH STRAIGHT WING AND HORIZONTAL TAIL
(M = 0.26 TO 2.0}
1115 DELTA WING 1 EFFECT OF ORBITER/BOOSTER PROXIMITY INTERFERENCES ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION DURING SEPARATION OR ABORT MANEUVERS M = 0.6 - 1.38
1116 CANARD 1 TRANSONIC/SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED
HIGH-WING SINGLE-BODY CANARD BSV BOOSTER VEHICLE M = 0.6 TO 2.0












SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MDACIMMC SBC BOOSTER, DELTA WING ORBITER, AND
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MDACIMMC SBC BOOSTER, DELTA WING ORBITER, AND
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS
STATIC LONGITUDINAL, DIRECTIONAL AND LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL SURFACE EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE MDAC-STS CANARD BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER WiTH DELTA W_NG AND CANARD AT _EC_
NUMBERS OF 0.6 TO 2.0 (MARCH 1971 TESTS)
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS IN NOSE-FIRST, NOZZLE-_RSTo AND TU_Lt_G RE-ENTRY MODES A_
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Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Chrysler DATAMAN Report Titles
Booster Aerodynamics
REPORT TITLE
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF NR/GD DELTA WING BOOSTER (B-20] AND DELTA WING
ORBITER (134D) -- DELTA WING BOOSTER
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF NR/GD DELTA WING BOOSTER (B-20] AND DELTA WING
ORBITER (134D) -- LAUNCH CONFIGURATION PIGGYBACK BASELINE
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF NR/GD DELTA WING BOOSTER (B-20) AND DELTA WING
ORBITER (134D) -- LAUNCH CONFIGURATIONS PIGGYBACK, BELLY TO BELLY AND INCIDENCE VARIATIONS
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF NR/GD DELTA WING BOOSTER (8-20) AND DELTA WING
ORBITER (1340} -- LAUNCH CONFIGURATIONS COMPONENT DATA BOOSTER, ORBITER BUILD-UP
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC PARAMETRIC DELTA CANARD BOOSTER AT MACH 0.38
-- CANARD PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC PARAMETRIC DELTA CANARD BOOSTER AT MACH 0.38
-- WING PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS - SIZE AND LOCATION
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC PARAMETRIC DELTA CANARD BOOSTER AT MACH 0.38
-- WING PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS - INCIDENCE AND DIHEDRAL
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MDAC PARAMETRIC DELTA CANARD BOOSTER AT MACH 0.38
-- SURFACE EFFECTIVENESS, MODEL BUILDUP, AND DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER WITH A DELTA WING AND CANARD (M = 0.6
TO 2.0]
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF A TBC SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER AND GAC
ORBITER M = 0.6 - 4.96
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GD/C B-gU BOOSTER IN LANDING AND CRUISE CONFIGURATIONS
VERIFICATION OF BOOSTER TRANSITION CHARACTERISTICS FOR TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC MACH NUMBERS
(M = 0.6-5.0)
EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION CHANGES ON THE DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A GDIC BOOSTER MACH NO.
1.2 - 4.96
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF A GDIC B-gU DELTA WING BOOSTER M = 10.2
STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL SURFACE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BOEING .00435 SCALE
MODEL SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER H-32




Database Chrysler 0ATAHAN Report Titles
Booster Aerodynamics
VOLUME
OMS-ORe CONFIG, I.D. NUM8ER
............................
REPORT TITLE
1162 DELTA WING 1 A STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL INVESTIGATION OF THE NR-GD/C DELTA WING BOOSTER (B-I§B-1) AND A
REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE (RNS) M = 0.6 - 4.g6
1164 CANARD I
1183 DELTA WING 1.
EFFECTS OF CRUISE ENGINE LOCATION AND POWER ON INTERFERENCE FOR A MSFC PARAMETRIC BOOSTER (M :
0.40 TO 1.13)
AE'ROOYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF A O.0036-SCALE BOEING RS-tC/MSC-040A
ORBITER AT MACH NUMBERS 0.6 TO 5.0
" 11go CANARD 1







HYPERSONIC STATIC LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PHASE B ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS
VERIFICATION OF TRANSONIC REENTRY CORRIDOR AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK AND DETERMINATION OF
TRANSITION AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT LOW ANGLES
OF ATTACK FOR THE 8OEING H-32 BOOSTER
DIRECTIONAL AND LATERAL STABILITY AND INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF CRUISE ENGINE LOCATION ON A
0.015 SCALE SHUTTLE BOOSTER
SUBSONIC STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE OF A LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER (M = 0.25)
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER WITH DELTA WING ORBITER
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (M = t.5 TO 2.16)
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW-FINENESS-RATIO BOOSTER AND ASCENT CONFIGURATION AT
HYPERSONIC SPEED M = t0.23
TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW FINENESS RATIO BOOSTER AND DELTA WING ORBITER
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION (M : 0.4 TO 1.2)
DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 619B





AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTERS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK (M :
0.6 TO 5.0)
FOREBODY AND VERTICAL STABILIZER EFFECTS ON DIRECTIONAL STABILITY OF A REUSABLE LOXtRP (06_)
BOOSTER AR 12161-2
HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK TRANSITION AND LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK LAUNCH PHASE AERODYNAMIC STAB|LITY ANO
CONTROL OF GDIC B-IBE-2, B-I8E-3 DELTA WING BOOSTER_ AND LAUNCH CONFIGURATION OF MSC-0_
ORBITER AND TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTERS
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS FOR BASE DRAG REDUCT_O_ ON A 0._5 SC_L_ _ODEL MSFC P_OPG$_ SPAC_
SHUTTLE BOOSTER _T MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.40 TO t._
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Database Chrysler DATAMAN Report Titles
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REPORT TITLE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 0.003367 SCALE MODELS OF THE MMC RETRO-GLIDE BOOSTER ALONE AND
MATED WITH THE MSC 040-A ORBITER
HYPERSONIC PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY OF TBC PROPOSED SPACE SHUTTLE PRESSURE-FED BOOSTER AT
HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
HYPERSONIC HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND BODY GEOMETRY AND FLYBACK
ENGINE LOCATION EFFECTS OF THE 0.0035 SCALE FLYABLE LOX/RP BOOSTER VEHICLE
LOW SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GD/C B-tBE3 BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER CONFIGURATIONS
AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.9 TO 5.0
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPOSITE BOOSTER/040A ORBITER LAUNCH CONFIGURATION WITH FIN
AND BOOSTER BODY CONFIGURATION EFFECT CONTRIBUTION
RE-ENTRY STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
REGIMES OF THE BOEING BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
RE-ENTRY STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
REGIMES OF THE 8OEING BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL
BURN PRESSURE FED AND SRM BOOSTERS -- VOLUME I - ASCENT CONFIGURATION WITH HO CENTERLINE TANKS
T1 AND T2
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MOAC SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL
BURN PRESSURE FED AND SRM BOOSTERS -- VOLUME II - ASCENT CONFIGURATION WITH HO CENTERLINE TANK
T3
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL
BURN PRESSURE FED AND SRM BOOSTERS -- VOLUME III - ASCENT CONFIGURATION WITH HO CENTERLINE
TANK T4
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL
BURN PRESSURE FED AND SRM BOOSTERS -- VOLUME IV - ASCENT CONFIGURATION PLUME STUDIES AND
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL
BURN PRESSURE FED AND SRM BOOSTERS -- VOLUME V - ORBITER ALONE, TANKS ALONE. AND BOOSTER ALONE
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STAGE ARRANGEMENTS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS FOR A SPACE
SHUTTLE (.0056 SCALE MODEL}
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AERODYNAMIC STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, FIN EFFECTIVENESS, AND FIN LOCATION OF THE MSFC
33-FOOT PRESSURE FED BOOSTER AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CONE-CYLINDER-FLARE-FIN CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.96,
2.14, AND 4.96 AND ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM 50 TO 90 DEGREES














AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A 156-1NCH SOLID ROCKET MOTOR AT ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM -10 DEG.
TO 190 DEG.
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AT HIGH AND LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK AND EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS
IN ENGINE SHROUD, FIN, AND DRAG PETAL CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE BOEING 0.O08899-SCALE
PRESSURE-FED BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER, MODEL 979-160
STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AT HIGH AND LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK AND EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS
IN ENGINE SHROUD, FIN, AND DRAG PETAL CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE BOEING 0.00889S-SCALE
PRESSURE-FED BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER, MODEL 9?9-t60
RE-ENTRY STABILITY IN NOSE-FORWARD AND BASE SHIELD-FORWARD ORIENTATIONS AND THE EFFEC¢IVENESS
OF DRAG DEVICES FOR THE BOEING O.006944-SCALE BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER, MODEL 979-071
RE-ENTRY STABILITY IN NOSE-FORWARD AND BASE SHIELD-FORWARD ORIENTATIONS AND THE EFFECTIVENESS

















Space Shuttle Phase B Win_ Tunnel Test
Database Chrysler _-_..,,_T_ Report Titles
Booster Airloads
REPORT TITLE
STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON CHRYSLER CORPORATION SPACE DIVISION SERV BOOSTER CONFIGURATION
PRESSURE TESTS OF MODELS OF A STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER, DELTA-WING ORBITER, AND A STRAIGHT-WING
BOOSTER (MACH NUMBER 0.6 TO 2.2) -- STRAIGHT-WING BOOSTER
PRESSURE TESTS OF MODELS OF A STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER, DELTA-WING ORBITER, AND A STRAIGHT-WING
BOOSTER (MACH NUMBER 0.6 TO 2.2) -- DELTA-WING ORBITER
PRESSURE TESTS OF MODELS OF A STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER, DELTA-WING ORBITER, AND A STRAIGHT-WING
BOOSTER (MACH NUMBER 0.6 TO 2.2) -- STRAIGHT-WING ORBITER
PRESSURE INVESTIGATION OF A SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION CONSISTING OF A DELTA-WING
ORBITER AND A SWEPT-WING BOOSTER WITH CANARD AND TIP FINS (M = 0.6 TO 1.3]
PRESSURE INVESTIGATION OF A SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION CONSISTING OF A DELTA-WING
ORBITER AND A SWEPT-WING BOOSTER WITH CANARD AND TIP FINS [M = 0.6 TO 1.3)
SURFACE PRESSURE AND INVlSCID FLOW FIELD PROPERTIES OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS DELTA-WING
ORBITER FOR NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
SURFACE PRESSURE AND INVISCID FLOW FIELD PROPERTIES OF THE NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL DELTA-WING
ORBITER FOR NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
SURFACE PRESSURE AND INVlSCID FLOW FIELD PROPERTIES OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS BOOSTER AT







































Space Shuttle Phase B Win_ Tunnel Test
Database Chrysler DATAMAN Report Titles
Booster Heat Transfer
REPORT T I TLE
CONVAIR STRAIGHT-WING (B-88) AND DELTA-WING {8-9J) BOOSTERS -- AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER TO
THE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER SURFACES AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
CONVAIR STRAIGHT-WING (B-88) AND DELTA-WING (B-D J} BOOSTERS -- AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER TO
THE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER SURFACES AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
CONVAIR STRAIGHT WING (B-BB) AND DELTA WING (B-9J) BOOSTERS WITH NAR STRAIGHT WING AND DELTA
WING ORBITERS -- •INTERFERENCE HEAT TRANSFER TO SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE SURFACES IN CLOSE
PROXIMITY AT HYPERSONIC VELOCITY
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION MDAC/MMC PHASE B SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION MDAC/MMC PHASE B SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION MDAC/MMC PHASE B SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES -- CONTOUR TRACINGS
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION MDAC/MMC PHASE B SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES -- CONTOUR TRACINGS
DEFINITION OF REGIONS OF HiGH HEAT TRANSFER AND DETERMINATION OF LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS ON THE DELTA WING BOOSTER WITH CANARDS (B-15B)
HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS ON SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B LAUNCH CONFIGURATION AT MACH NUMBERS OF 2.5 AND
3.7
AERODYNAMIC HEATING OF A SPACE SHUTTLE STRAIGHT WING BOOSTER
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION OF A 0.0035 SCALE MDC/MMC PHASE B BOOSTER CONFIGURATION WITH
VENTRAL TIP FINS
HEAT TRANSFER TEST TO DETERMINE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR BOOSTERS
B-DU, B-t5B-2, AND BOOSTER/ORBITER B-9U/161C
AERODYNAMIC HEATING TESTS OF THE MDAC DELTA WING ORBITER AND CANARD BOOSTER
HEAT TRANSFER RATE MEASUREMENTS ON CONVAIR BOOSTER {B-t5B-2) AND NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
ORBITER (1618) AT NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
HEAT TRANSFER RATE MEASUREMENTS ON CONVAIR BOOSTER (B-15B-2) AT NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
HEAT TRANSFER RATE MEASUREMENTS ON NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL OR81TER (1618} AT NOMINAL MACH
NUMBER OF 8



















Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Chrysler DAT#91AN Report Titles
Booster Heat Transfer
REPORT TITLE
HEAT TRANSFER RATE DISTR 8UTIONS ON MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS DELTA WING ORBITER DETERMINED BY
PHASE-CHANGE PAINT TECHN QUE FOR NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
HEAT TRANSFER RATE DISTR BUTIONS ON MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS BOOSTER DETERMINED BY PHASE-CHANGE
TECHNIQUE FOR NOMINAL MACH NUMBER OF 8
AERODYNAMIC HEATING ON SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER NOSE-FUSELAGE CONFIGURATIONS AT M = 6
AERODYNAMIC HEATING DATA ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE B-18E3 BOOSTER CONFIGURATION AT M = 6
AN EVALUATION OF ORBITER INDUCED INTERFERENCE HEATING ON THE BOOSTER, ORBITER TANK, AND
INTERSTAGE FAIRINGS FOR BOTH LOW AND HIGH-ALPHA RE-ENTRY
HEAT TRANSFER TESTS• OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS DELTA WING ORBITER MATED WITH -t?A BOOSTER AT
MACH NUMBER 8
HEAT TRANSFER TESTS OF THE MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS DELTA WING ORBITER AND THE -t?A BOOSTER [NOT
MATED] AT MACH NUMBER 8
ASCENT HEAT TRANSFER RATE DISTRIBUTION ON THE NR DELTA WING ORBITER AND THE GDIC BOOSTER AT
MACH NUMBER OF 8 (MATED]
ASCENT HEAT TRANSFER RATE DISTRIBUTION ON THE NR DELTA WING ORBITER AND THE GD/C BOOSTER AT




Space Shutt]e Phase B Wind Tunne| Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
Booster Aerodynamics
DM_-C,R# CONFIG. I D FACILITY TE._T NUMBER
................................................
TEST ENGINEERS PURPOSE
tool bELTA WING MSFC 14TWT 45I O E. HELM, P, E. RAMSEY /MSFC LANDING CHARACTERISTICS
I o,' 6 UNIQUE CONF IGS AEDC _WTC vT(_055 W H GALLAHER, C J. SPURLIN IGD/C RE-ENTRY CtlARACTERISTICS, CONTROL
EFFECT iVENESS
lh:4 DZLTA WING MAC LSWT _32 C M F INCH /MDAC-W LOW SPEED AERO CHARACTERISTICS
I015 uNIQUE CONFIGS LARC LTPT 47 B SPENCER , G M WARE /LARC CONFIGURATION VARIATION EFFECTS
1017 UNIQUE CONF IGS LARC uPWT 886 B. GRAVES /LARC WING CONFIGURATION AND SPAN,








1029 DELTA WING GDC 18HWT 247-0
103_ _;kAIGHT WING GDC 8125WT 579-0
1030 E:ELTA WING GDC 812£WT 579-0
Io33 3TRAIGHT WING TAM Zt0SWT S-XXIV
'E3=. _ CANARD MAC _'EWT '_=1,_
E B GRAVES /LARC WING CONFIGURATION AND SPAN EFFECTS
V. CARTER, M J LANFRANCO /GD/C NOSE, AFTERBODY VARIATIONS. WING AND
TAIL ASSEMBLY CONFIGURATIONS, TAIL
DEFLECTION EFFECTS
H. ROBINSON, W GALLAHER /GDIC BODY LENGTH, CRUISE ENGINE AND TAIL
CONFIGURATION EFFECTS
H ROBINSON, W GALLAHER /GDIC BODY LENGTH, CRUISE ENGINE AND TAIL
CONFIGURATION EFFECTS
W. ZOMBEK /GD/C LOW SPEED CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS -
CONFIGURATION STUDY
W ZOMBEK /GD/C LOW SPEED CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS -
CONFIGURATION STUDY
R H. MOORE /MSC EVALUATION OF LOW SPEED STATIC-AERO
CHARACTERISTICS
C. M. FINCH /MDAC--w CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT, JET FLAP
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS





1038 STRAIGHT WING ARC 66SwT 486 J J. BROWNSON /ARC - A. M WHITNAH
/MSC
WING CONFIGURATION AND INTERFERENCE
EFFECTS. LAUNCH CONF4GURATION
th35 _ELTA wING ARC 6ESWT 486 J J. BRt3WNSON /ARC - A M. WHITNAH
/MSC
WING CONFIGURATION AND INTERFERENCE
EFFECTS, LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
t039 DELTA WING GDC 812F;WT 580-CJ W ZOMBEK, W. GC=LDBERG, J RAIISCH STABILITY AND CO_TROL EFFECTOVEF_ESSo
/GD/C CONFIGURATION V:_IATIONS
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DMS-DR# CONFIG. I .D FACILITY TEST NUMBER
................................................
1039 STRAIGHT WING GDC 812SWT 580-0
t046 UNIQUE CONFIGS. ARC 66SWT 522
t050 STRAIGHT WING ARC 66SWT 505
TEST ENGINEERS
w ZOMBEK, w. GOLDBERG, J. RAUSCH
/GD/C
J MELLENTHIN /ARC - R. A. MEYER, E.
A RAWLS /CCSD
J J. BROWNSON /ARC - L. CLARKE /NR
I05I STRAIGHT WING MSFC 14TWT 466 E C. ALLEN, J. F HARDESTY INR -
F W. EDER /GD/C
I052 STRAIGHT WING GDC 4HSWT 304-0 J M. DEBEVOISE /GD/C
PURPOSE




INTERFERENCE EFFECTS, POSITION AND
INCIDENCE ANGLE
STATIC STABILITY AND CONTROL ABILITY
ABORT SEPARATION EFFECTS
1052 DELTA WING GDC 4HSWT 304-0 J M. DEBEVOISE /GD/C ABORT SEPARATION EFFECTS _ Z
1054 CANARD MAC LSWT 239 O MICHNA, G. HOLLE /MMC POWER EFFECTS, CANARD AND WING FLAP _
VAR,AT,ON EFFECTS _ _8





UNIQUE CONFIGS LARC UPWT 9]43
STRAIGHT WING ARC 66SWT 5ll
CANARD MAC LSWT 249
_TRAIGHT WING UW 812SWT 1021
CANARD ARC 3.SHWI 112
DELTA wING LARC LTPT 59
UNIQUE CONFIGS. ARC 66SWI 522





E. GRAVES ILARC - R. A. MEYER, E.A.
PAWLS /CCSD
J. J. BROWNSON /ARC
0 MICHNA, E. LAY_ /MMC - C FINCH,
R ROENSCH /MnAC-W
J HOUSER /TBC
D. L. CIFFONE /ARC - D. SARVER /MMC
W D. REEDER, W. S. ZOMBEK /GD/C
J. MELLENTHtN /ARC - E. GRAVES /LARC
E. A. RAWLS, R. A. MEYER, J.J.
HULL /CCSO
J. MELLENTHIN /ARC - E. GRAVES /LARC
E A RAWLS, R A. MEYER, J.J.
HULL /CCSD
STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, ASCENT AND ,,,_._
RE-ENTRY VERSIONS
TRANSITION CHARACTERISTICS
STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS,
CONFIGURATION VARIATION
LOW SPEED PERFORMANCE. STABILITY AND
CONTROL DATA, CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP
HYPERSONIC AERO-CHARACTERISTICS
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS,
LANDING AND CRUISE CONDITIONS
STATIC AERO CHARACTERISTICS
STATIC AERO CHARACTERISTICS
Table 4.1.1 - Continued
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DMS-DR= CONFtG I .D FACIL TY TEST NUMBER
................................................
TEST ENGINEERS PURPOSE
1093 DELTA WING LARC CFHT 64 T. BLACKSTOCK /LARC - O. L. GROSS,
w RISTER /GD/C
STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS,
BUILD-UP DATA
11_o STRAIGHT WING LARC LTPT G5 G. M WARE /LARC - H. L. ROBINSON
/GD/C
LANDING-CRUISING AND OTHER LOW SPEED
CHARACTERISTICS
1102 DELTA WING MSFC 14TWT 481
110_ CANARD AEDC _wTA 1163
IIo'_ Z_ELTA wING GDC _:2,_WT 587-0
11tv GELTA WING GDC 8123_T 587-1
J M. DEBEVOISE, R. F. MCGINNIS
/GD/C
L. L. TRIMMER, R H. BURT /ARO - D.
A. LOVE, J M RAMPY /LMSC - J. P.
DECKER /[.ARC K L BLACKWELL /MSFC
J J. WALKER, E. BURNS, W.H.
GALLAHER /GD/C
J. J. WALKER, E BURN3, W H.
GALLAItER /GD/C
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS, RE-ENTRY TO CRUISE
TRANSITPON INFORMATION
SEPARATION AERODYNAMICS
CRUISE AND LANDING CHARACTERISTICS,
COMPONENT VARIATION







I111 _TRAIGHT WING ARC 66SWT G5_ J. J. BROWNSON /ARC - R. M. MILLER,
J. HOUSER /TBC
TRANSONIC, SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC DATA
1115 DELTA WING LTV HSWT S-30 P R. ROMERE, I H. FOSSLER /MSC AERO CHARACTERISTICS DURING SEPARATION
OR ABORT
1116 CANARD ARC 66SWT 510 L CIFFONE /ARC - D. SARVER /MMC TRANSONIC/SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL
EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP
1117 CANARD LARC UPWT 963 E B. GRAVES /LARC - G. HOLLE /MMC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS.
iNTERFERENCE EFFECTS
1120 CANARD MAC LSWT 258 T. W. JARRETT IMDAC-W STATIC AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
112' DELTA WING ARC 66SwT 526 J. J. BROWNSON /ARC - H. L. ROBINSON,




t1_8 CYLINDRICAL TBC B4SWT 556 T L. GROW, R L. HANSON, J.
HOUSER, M. Y. OIYE /TBC
AERODYNAMIC C_ARACTERISTICS OF
RE-ENTRY _C_E_ DRAG DEVICE
EFFECTIVENESS
DMS-OF*w C(3NF I G. I O. FACI L I TY TEST NUMBER
................................................
I I 39 '.]A._ARD NSRDC 710TwT 3110
Table 4.1.1 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
'Booster Aerodynamics
TEST ENGINEERS
D BRADLEY, R. 8UCHHOLTZ /LMSC











I148 CANARD MSFC 14TWT 492 J. JOHNSON, L. L. WATTS /TBC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
13C_ DELTA WING LARC LTPT ,_4 W D REEDER, w S. ZOMBEK /GD/C RE-ENTRY STABILITY AND CONTROL
CHARACTERISTICS
152 DELTA WING MSFC 14Tv.'T 493 W V CARTER. R F MCGINNIS /GDIC ELEVON. CANARD. RUDDER. AILERON. BODY
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS
!155 DE.TA WING MSFC 14TWT 495 J. BRICKEY, T. BRICE, K. E. MARKS
/GD/C
EFFECTS OF CONFIGURATION VARIABLES ON
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
56 DELTA "WING LARC CFHT 70
58 STRAIGHT WING GAC 36HwT 020
60 CANARD MSFC 14TWT 496
D L. GROSS, W. RISTER /GD/C
J HOUSER. W. H. RUNCIMAN








AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL
CHARACTERISTICS
62 DELTA WING MSFC 14TWT 497 E. C. ALLEN /NR AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT DATA,
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
64 CANARD NSRDC 710TWT 3210 O. BRADLEY /LMSC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF CRUISE ENGINE
LOCATIONS, PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS
83 DELTA WING MSFC I4TWT 506 L. L. WATTS, R. AINSWORTH, S.
VANDERLEEST /TBC






J. P. ARRINGTON /LARC





191 • STRAIGHT WING TBC BTWT 1265 J HOUSER, L. J JOHNSON, M. OIYEo
W RUNCIMAN /TBC
TRANSONIC REENTRY CORRIDOR, SUBSONIC
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
DM_-Z,R_ CONFIG I.D. FACILLTY TEST NUMBER
lt92 CANARD NSRDC 710TwT 3310
Table 4.1.1 - Continued
Space Shutt|e Phase B Wind Tunnel Test









D. C FREEMAN /LARC
O. C FREEMAN, W. A. CORLETT /LARC
P. T BERNOT /LARC
1200 UNIQUE CONFIGS LARC 8TPT 605
1204 CYLINDRICAL MSFC 14TWT 512
1208 CYLINDRICAL MSFC 14TWT 518
1209 DELTA WING MSFC t4TWT 513
1210 CYLINDRICAL MSFC 14TWT 514
1210 DELTA WING MSFC I4TWT 514
1212 CANARD CAL 8TWT 18-063
I213 DELTA WING MSFC I4TWT 517
D. C FREEMAN /LARC
R. F. MCGINNIS, F.W. EOER /GD/C
J. BAKER /LMSC
C. E. ROTH, L. L. WATTS, R. W.
AINSWORTH /TBC
J. M. DEBEVOISE, R. F. MCGINNIS
/GDIC
J. M. DEBEVOISE, R. F. MCGINNIS
/GDIC
D. BRADLEY /LMSC
O. J. MICHNA, D. ALLAYAUD /MMC
1214 CYLINDRICAL LARC 20HT6 6397
t220 DELTA Wing LARC 20HT6 6398
M. Y. OIYE, E. R. PHELPS
C. EMERY, T. F. GOLDBERG
ITBC - J.
/LARC
M. Y. OIYE, E. R. PHELPS ITBC - J.
C. EMERY, T. J. GOLDBERG /LARC
PURPOSE
EFFECTS OF VARYING WING POSITION,
DIHEDRAL, CRUISE ENGINE LOCATION, AND














EFFECTS OF FOREBODY AND VERTICAL
STABILIZER ON DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
LAUNCH-PHASE STABILITY AND CONTROL
LAUNCH-PHASE STABILITY AND CONTROL
BASE DRAG REDUCTION INVESTIGATION
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION AND BOOSTER
REENTRY CONFIGURATION STABILITY AND
CONTROL DATA
HYPERSONIC PERFORMANCE AND STABiLiTY
CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT VARIATBON
EFFECTS
HYPERSONBC PERFGR_ANCE, STABBL_TY AND
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS, EFFECTS OF _ODY






Table 4.1.1 - Continued
Space Shutt]e Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
Booster Aerodynamics





1223 DELTA WING GDC 812SWT 603-0
1226 CYLINDRICAL MSFC 14TWT 521
1227 CYLINDRICAL MSFC 14TWT 523
1228 CYLINDRICAL TBC BTWT 1273
1228 CYLINDRICAL TBC B4SWT 553
1230 CYLINDRICAL MDAC 4TNVT S-222









W V CARTER, w. H. GALLAHER /GD/C
J. BAKER /LMSC
R. W AINSWORTH, J. C. JOHNSON,
L. WATTS /TBC
J. HOUSER, S. VANDERLEEST /TBC
L .
J HOUSER, S. VANDERLEEST /TBC
T. w. JARRETT /MDAC




D. BRADLEY, R ELLIS /LMSC
T. HAMILTON /NSI
LOW SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS,
CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP
SiX COMPONENT AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
MOMENT DATA
FIN CONFIGURATION AND BODY
CONFIGURATION EFFECTS
RE-ENTRY TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS





ASCENT, AND RELATIVE ORBITER AND
BOOSTER POSITION INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
FORCES AND MOMENTS, INTERFERENCE
EFFECTS. COMPONENT EFFECTS
SIX COMPONENT AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
MOMENT DATA
HIGH ALPHA FORCE AND STATIC STABILITY
DATA









CAL MSFC 14TWT 541
CAL TBC BTWT 1282
CAL TBC BTWT 1282
CAL TBC B4SWT 557
R E. BUCHHOLTZ, D. J. ELDER /LMSC
R. L. HANSON, R. G. O'BRIEN, M.Y.
OIYE, S. VANDERLEEST /TBC
R L. HANSON, R. G. O'BRIEN, M. Y.
OIYE, S. VANDERLEEST /TBC
REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT ON AERODYNAMIC
STABILITY AND CONTROL
2-COMPONENT, 6-COMPONENT FORCE DATA
AND _ASE PRESSURE DATA
2-COMPONENT, 6-COMPONENT FORCE DATA
AND BASE PRESSURE DATA
R L HANSON, R. G. O'BRIEN, M. Y. 2-COMPONENT, 6-COMPONENT FORCE DATA
OIYE, S. VANDERLEEST ITBC AND BASE PRESSURE DATA
Table 4.1.1 - Concluded
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
Booster Aerodynamics
DMS-DRw CONFIG, I.D. FACIL*TY TEST NUMBER
t27_ C_LINDRICAL TBC B4SWT 557
1276 CYLINDRICAL TBC 8TWT t282
12T6 CYLINDRICAL TBC B4SWT 557
TEST ENGINEERS
R L HANSON, R G O'BRIEN,
OIYE, S VANDERLEEST /TBC
R L HANSON, R G. O'BRIEN,
OIYE. S. VANOERLEEST /TBC
R L HANSON. R G O'BRIEN,





2-COMPONE.NT. 6-COMPONENT FORCE DATA
AND BASE PRESSURE 0ATA
6-COMPONENT FORCE DATA AND BASE
PRESSURE DATA





Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
Booster Airloads
DMS-DR_ CONFIG. I O. FACILITY TEST NUMBER
................................................
1125 UNIQUE CONFIGS AEDC PWTI6T TF-250
1129 STRAIGHT WING ARC 66SWT 509
1222 CANARD AEDC PWT4T TCI14-PCI154
1225 CANARD AEDC HWTB I 162-5
TEST ENGINEERS
E. A. PRtCE /ARO - J. J. HULL, E. A
_AWLS _CCSD
J. A. MELLENTHIN /ARC - B. W.
CAMERON, C. R. LEEF /NR
J. M. RAMPY /NSI K.L. BLACKWELL
/M$FC - G. R. GOMILLION lARD
J. O. WARMBROD /MSFC - W. R.
MARTINOALE, R. K. MATTHEWS /ARO
PURPOSE
DRAG AND FOREBODY STATIC PRESSURE
OISTRIBUTIONS
PRESSURE DATA PERTINENT TO AERODYNAMIC
LOADING CHARACTERISTICS
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION PRESSURE DATA AT
TRANSONIC SPEEDS






Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test
Database Test Engineers and Test Purposes
Booster Heat Transfer
DMS-DRI CONFIG. I .O, FACIL(TY TEST NUMBER
................................................
1020 STRAIGHT WING

















LARC CFHT 52 A
LARC CFHT 52 A
LARC 8VDHT 123-136, 180-188 R
LARC 8VDHT 123-136,180-188 R















M ROBERGE, W. R. GINSKY /GD/C
M ROBERGE, W. R. GINSKY /GO/C
A. JONES, W. GINSKY /GDIC
A. JONES, W GINSKY /GD/C







R L. STALLINGS ILARC - A. M. ROBERGE
/GD/C - H. GOROWITZ /NR
W K. LOCKMAN, C. E. DEROSE /ARC
O. A SCHMITT /MMC
R O DOUGHTY, R. C. ERICKSON
R. O DOUGHTY, R. C, ERICKSON
R O DOUGHTY, R C. ERICKSON
T. L ANDRESEN /MDAC-E
PURPOSE
HYPERSONIC AERO HEATING OF SURFACES
HYPERSONIC AERO HEATING OF SURFACES
HYPERSONIC AERO HEATING OF SURFACES
DO
HYPERSONIC AERO HEATING OF SURFACES "Fl
'6"=
EVALUATION OF INTERFERENCE HEAT:NG _
RATES 0
;Z]t_
THERMAL MAPPING _ "_
THERMAL MAPP,NG _ _'_
I" Fi
IGD/C CANARD ANGLE-OF-ATTACK AND _ _
CONFIGURATION VARIATION EFFECTS -d_ _
ASCENT HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTIONS,
INTERFERENCE HEATING INFORMATION
DETAILED AERO HEATING DISTRIBUTIONS
THERMAL MAPPING INVESTIGATION, PHASE
CHANGE PAINT TEST
/GDIC THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
/GDIC THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
/GD/C THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DATA FOR THERI_AL
PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN
ASCENT AND REENTRY HEATING DATAJ. O. WARMBROD /MSFC - W. R.
MARTINDALE, R. K. MATTHEWS /ARO
C. E. DEROSE, W. K. LOCKMAN /ARC =
A. ROBERGE, N. NICODEMOS /GDIC
DETAILED AERODYNAMIC HEATING
DISTRIBUTIONS
J. D. WARMBROD /MSFC, - W R. HEAT TRA_S_E_ RESULTS
MARTINDALE, R. K. MATTHEWS lARD






Table 4.3.1 - Concluded
Space Shuttle Phase B Wind Tunnel Test







C STAINBACK /LARC - E. SCHWARTZ, A.
RO8ERGE /GD/C
J. C. EMERY /LARC - R. OTWELL, A.M.
ROBERGE, E. SCHWARTZ /GD/C




R. K. MATTHEWS, W. R. MARTINDALE
/ARO - J. D. WARMBROD /MSFC
R K. MATTHEWS, W. R. MARTINDALE
lARD - J. O. WARMBROD /MSFC
PURPOSE
LAMINAR, TRANSITIONAL AND TURBULENT
FLOW HEAT TRANSFER DATA
EFFECTS OF CONFIGURATION ON HEAT
TRANSFER RATES






























































































































































































































































Table 5 - Continued


















































































































































































































LAUNCH AE RODYNAM I CS
LAUNCH AE RODYNAM I CS
ORBITER• AIRLOADS .













LAUNCH AERoDYNA_ I C$
ORBITER AEDODYNAMIC$
DATASET
















1118 12/72 AC O C)
1028 12/70 A9 ,_ _
1060 05171 RL _ _
1046 01/71 AO
1063 03171 AO _ _






Table 5 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Facility
Wind Tunnel Summary
FACILITY








ARC 66SWT - -. ' 605
ARC gTSWT 629
CAL 8TwT 10-063
CAL 96HSI HIT MDAC
CAL 96HST HIT MDAC



















LAUNCH A I RLOADS
BOOSTER AEROOYNAMICS
ORBITER AERODYNAMICS















































































































































Table 5 - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Facility
Wind Tunnel Summary
FACILITY VEHICLE TEST
TEST NUMBER COMPONENT DISCIPLINE
291-0 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS
304 -0 LAUNCH AERODYNAM I C_
304-0 ORBITER AERODYNAMICS
304-0 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS
579-0 BOOSTER AEROD_fNAMI CS
580-0 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS
587-0 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS













734 1-7343 ORBITER AERODYNAMICS
7369 ORBITER AERODYNAMICS
?3?0 ORBITER AERODYNAMQ C_






















































































































































Table 5 - Continued














































































































































































































































































































































Table 5 - Continued

















































































































Space Shuttle Phase B Facility
Wind Tunnel Summary •
FACILITY




























































































































Table S - Continued
Space Shuttle Phase B Facility
Wind Tunnel Summary
FACILITY
































































































































Table 5 - Continued









































































































































































































Table 5 - Continued
































































































































































































































































Table S - Continued





























































































































































Table S - Continued

























































































































TAM I IOSWT S-XXIV BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1033 12110 G4
TBC B4SWT 553 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1228 06172 D4
TBC B4SWT 557 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1276 09/72 D9
TBC B4SWT S51 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1275 11172 O8
TBC B4SWT 558 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1128 08172 DC
TBC BTWT 1265 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1191 02172 02
TBC BTWT 1273 BOOSTER AERODYNAMICS 1228 06172 04







Table 5 - Concluded
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Note: Grit is Carborundum
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Fig. 4 - Location and Identification o£ Base Pressure Tubes
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Fig, 6 " Base Plenum Orifice Location (End View)
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Fig. 7 - Base Plenum Orifice Location (Side View)
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Fig. 9 - Base Venting (Top View)
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Fig. II - Body Flaps (Side View)
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All dimensions in inches (Model Scale}
Fig.l - Model Geometry
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Figure 3. MSFC Pressure Fed Booster











































Transition strip No. 120 carborundum grit
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Fig. 2. MSFC Pressure Fed Booster NIBIF 2 Moment Reference Center Location
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Value of "A" is given in Table 3 as
Balance Location.
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FIGURE 3. MODEL COMPONENT 52
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Figure 15. F 1 and F2. 1 Fin Flarings
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Figure 6. Configurations B2S2.n, n - 1,2,3
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